K1911 Dent Gun Kit w/ Tabs‐
positively lift with a ratcheting lock,
or free pull dents on multiple surface
planes. Includes bonus pack of 42
Dent Tabs ($84 value!)
Item # 410‐8300
$ 199.99

PDR K‐Bar Super Tab System includes the K‐Bar with 5 adapters, 5 Super Tabs, one 12.5mm flex‐
thick centipede crease tab and one 12.5mm rigid‐thin centipede crease tab. The K‐Bar Super
Tab System provides Dent Tech’s with the leverage and power needed to tackle larger dents. The K‐
Bar is manufactured with the highest strength composition, a sliding saddle (angling up to 60º and
sliding 15.5″), pivoting foot pad (pivots over 210º), and comfort grip. This system comes with heavy
duty large body Super Tabs and Centipede Crease Tabs meant to be used with the K‐Bar to tackle
deep, large dents. The leverage and power using these products, coupled with high strength PDR
glue, will pull the most difficult dents from virtually all metals used in vehicle composition.
Item # 410‐8340‐SUP
$ 350.00

The PDR Glue Pulling Kit comes
with a large heavy duty bag, Robo
Lifter, slide hammer, glue gun,
glue, tab caddy (with both ICE
and original tabs‐40 total tabs),
adapters and knockdown kit. This
kit is full of high quality tools any
PDR Tech would need for pulling
smaller dents.
Item # 410‐8099 $ 450.00

Visit us on the web www.autocolor.cc or call 800‐343‐9840 for more information!

PDR K‐Bar Body Repair Kit includes a heavy duty bag, K‐Bar with
5 adapters, Super Tab –ICE and original variety packs (12 total),
two 12.5 mm Centipede Crease Tabs, glue gun, and green glue.
The PDR K‐Bar Body Repair Kit is essential for large
body dent repair. The K‐Bar provides incredible leverage and
power Dent Tech’s need to tackle larger dents. Coupled with
heavy duty large body Super Tabs, Centipede Crease Tabs, cactus
green PDR glue, glue gun and heavy duty bag, Dent Tech’s will be
able to pull the most difficult dents from virtually all metals used
in vehicles. The K‐Bar is manufactured with a high strength
composition, a sliding saddle (angling up to 60º and sliding
15.5″), pivoting foot pad (pivots over 210º), and comfort grip.
Item # 410‐8099‐KBR

$ 450.00/Kit
Visit us on the web www.autocolor.cc or call 800‐343‐9840 for more information!

PDR K‐Bar Deluxe Body Repair Kit includes the K‐Bar (with 4
adapters), K‐Beam Bridge Lifter (with 4 adapters) & U‐Bolt, Robo
Lifter, Auto Trim Molding Kit, Super Tab –ICE and original variety
packs (12 total), JVF Blending Hammer, Red & Blue Crown
Slappers, Auto Trim Molding Tool Set, 4 Centipede Crease Tabs
with new smooth series, Heavy Duty Tabs variety pack, slide
hammer, FIRE knockdown kit, 6mm, 4mm & 2.5mm ICE
knockdowns & root beer tips, variable temperature glue gun, 3
cactus green glue packs and 1 Tab Weld gray glue pack. This kit is
the perfect solution for any large body repair.

Item # 410‐8099‐KDBR

$ 1800.00/Kit
Visit us on the web www.autocolor.cc or call 800‐343‐9840 for more information!

